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The WorldHistory Review is an academic peer-reviewed journal
published three times a year in Fall, Spring, and Summer by RebSon
Publishers, Inc. Copyright 2003 by RebSon Publishers, Inc. The
yearly subscription cost of the Review is $20. The World History
Review accepts article manuscripts of20-30 pages, typed and double
spaced, on any history-related topic or area, including contemporary
and comparative history. Submissions must follow the Chicago
Manuel of Style (or Kate Turabian, A Manual for Writers) format.
Footnotes should be numbered consecutively throughout the article,
with citation data appearing in a separate section at the end of the
text. Book reviews should be no more than 750 words, typed and
double-spaced. Articles and book reviews should employ a 12 point
Times New Roman font. Article and Book Review submissions must
include both a hard copy and a disk in the Word program. An appro
priate container, with postage, must be included if a return ofthe disk
and hard copy are desired. Authors ofsubmissions accepted for pub
lication must provide a short vitae upon notification that their article
submission will appear in the Review.

No manuscript will be considered for publication if it is concur
rently under consideration by another journal or press, or if it has
been published or is soon to be published elsewhere. These restric
tions apply to the substance and wording of the manuscript. If the
manuscript is accepted for publication by the Review, the editors ex
pect that its appearance in the Review will precede republication of
the essay, or any significant part thereof, in another work. In the
interest of clarity and economy of expression, the editors my suggest
changes to the author(s). The editors are the final arbiters of length,
grammar, and usage.

Correspondence concerning manuscripts and other editorial mat
ters, and subscriptions should be addressed to Dr. Sonny B. Davis,
Editor; World History Review; Department of History; MSC 166;
Texas A&M University-Kingsville; Kingsville, TX 78363. Correspon
dence concerning books for review should be addressed to Dr. Roger
Tuller; Department of History, MSC 166; Texas A&M University
Kingsville; Kingsville, TX 78363.

Unsolicited book reviews are accepted at the discretion of the
editors.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Welcome to the springvolume ofthe World HistoryReview. This
edition represents the second of three volumes for the 2003-2004
academic year. Keeping to its mission to publish quality work on any
topic from any region of the world, the spring edition features an
article byRobert Jackson on colonial LatinAmerica and an articleby
Melody Yarborough onAIDSandefforts to combatthe disease inthe
modem United States. Both articles offer the latest research on the
topics and they are sure to intrigue you.

On behalfof the editors of the World History Review I want to
thankthe scholars who havesubmitted manuscripts andbookreviews
for consideration. The success of any professional journal rests with
the individuals who offer submissions, who agree to act as referees,
and who subscribe to the publication. As a start-up enterprise, the
WHR has been fortunate to have benefited from all three vital ele
ments. While it is too early to say that the journal is suffering from
success, it is certainly moving in the right direction.

Sonny B. Davis
Editor
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